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SUMMARY

The title poses a rhetorical question which, given the rapid development of interactive surface

modeling and grid generation techniques, may appear to have some foundation. In fact, non-interactive

grid generation schemes should thrive as emphasis shifts from development of numerical analysis and

design methods to application of these tools to real engineering problems. A strong case is presented for

the continued development and application of non-interactive geometry modeling methods. Guidelines,

strategies and techniques for developing and implementing these tools are presented using current

non-interactive grid generation methods as examples. These schemes play an important role in the

development of multidisciplinary analysis methods and some of these applications are also discussed.

INTRODUCTION

A great deal of emphasis has recently been placed on the development of interactive software

tools for surface modeling and grid generation. This emphasis is motivated and justified by the rapid

expansion in capability, and availability of three-dimensional graphics workstations and by the acute

need for geometry modeling and grid generation tools capable of accurately describing general, complex

configurations. Widely used programs such as GRIDGEN 1, EAGLE 2, and more recently, EAGLEView,

have addressed these issues.

The availability of these interactive geometry modeling systems has made it convenient for

applications researchers, who previously relied on outside sources for pre-generated grids, to generate

their own grids. Thus, these researchers progressed from performing virtually no grid generation to using

tools designed to model general, complex geometries using general grid topologies. Often overlooked in

this progression is a large database of research and software development for grid generation schemes

which operate in a non-interactive or batch mode.

Current interactive schemes provide an outstanding resource for modeling complex multicomponent

geometries using arbitrary grid topologies. In many cases, they provide the only means by which some

geometries, like engine inlet/airframe intersections, single and multiple stores, etc., can be accurately

modeled. However, for a great number of problems, this level of modeling detail and flexibility is not

required. Therefore, many researchers new to the field of grid generation needlessly spend countless

man-hours developing surface geometry databases, distributing and redistributing points, and generating
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surface, and ultimately, field grids using interactive programs to model relatively simple geometries.

This paper focuses on schemes designed to efficiently generate grids in one step, starting with a

simple definition of the surface geometry of the configuration to be modeled. Specifically, it discusses

the techniques and strategies used to develop the Complete Aircraft Mesh Program (CAMP) 3. CAMP is

a multi-block grid generation program which was originally developed to model complete fighter aircraft

configurations including wing, fuselage, canard, horizontal stabilizer and symmetry plane mounted

vertical fins. It has been extended to model aircraft with vertical fins mounted away from the symmetry

plane. Grids have been generated for a wide range of fighter aircraft, transports, and most recently,

a generic National Aerospace Plane (NASP) configuration. Examples of grids generated by CAMP

and programs developed using various CAMP modules will be discussed to demonstrate the utility of

non-interactive grid generation methods for modeling of relevant engineering problems.

The paper also addresses the importance of non-interactive grid generation methods in analyzing

multidiscipline engineering problems. Unsteady aerodynamics, aeroelasticity and aeroservoelasticity are

examples of disciplines that require deforming geometries to be efficiently modeled while simultaneously

calculating the flowfield properties and aerodynamic loads. The strategies used to develop grid

generation programs such as CAMP can be efficiently employed within an aerodynamic analysis

program to dynamically deform the surface and field grids according to a specified or calculated motion.

Examples of how these schemes have been implemented in a three-dimensional aeroelastic analysis

method employing Euler/Navier-Stokes aerodynamics will be presented to amplify this point.

The discussion presented in this paper is applicable to the development of single and multiple

zone structured grids. Unstructured grid generation presents a completely different set of challenges.

The discussion is also primarily directed toward the applications researcher, rather than the algorithm

developer. Applications researchers are typically required to model a wide variety of unique geometries

and are usually the first to invalidate a given grid generation method. Thus, they typically are in the

greatest need of new and more efficient ways to accomplish their work.

STRATEGIES AND TECHNIQUES USED IN THE DEVELOPMENT

OF THE COMPLETE AIRCRAFI" MESH PROGRAM (CAMP)

CAMP was originally written to provide numerical modeling support for a Euler/Navier-Stokes

Three-Dimensional Aeroelastic (ENS3DAE) analysis program developed by the Georgia Division of the

Lockheed Aeronautical Systems Company (LASC-GA) under Air Force Contract F33615-87-C-3209,

"Flight Loads Prediction Methods for Fighter Aircraft." The main objective of developing the program

was to provide a capability which does not require a large amount of user interaction or a high level of

grid generation expertise to model complete, structurally flexible, fighter aircraft. The approach taken was

to develop a single grid generation program which uses a fixed grid topology that is applicable to as wide

a range of geometries as possible. Among the requirements for this development were that the program

be made highly modular in structure, use a simple but general input structure and execute efficiently

on a wide range of computer hardware. The result of this effort is a program which has been used to
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model geometries as simple as an isolatedwing to complex wing/fuselage/horizontaltail/verticaltail

configurations.CAMP has been run on platformsrangingfrom supercomputcrs tolow-levelworkstations.

CAMP exploitsthe inherentlymodular natureof aircraftgeometries to obtainitshigh dcgrcc of

efficiencyand flexibility.The majority of fixedwing aircraftcan be representedby one to ten major

components. CAMP can currentlymodel up to sixmajor components: wing, fuselage,canard,horizontal

tailand one or two verticaltails.The inputdataisarranged accordingto thesemajor components using a

combination of Namclist and free-formatinputas shown in Figure I.The geometry inputwas designed to

be as intuitiveas possibleso thatsurfacedatacould be obtained from a designerusing a Computcr Aided

Design (CAD) system and convened tothe CAMP format with minimal effort.W'mg, horizontaltailand

canard geometries arc input as a seriesof constantspanwisc stationcuts,fuselagedata as constantaxial

stationcutsand verticaltaildata as constantverticalstationcuts.Individualcomponents can bc added or

deletedsimply by changing a binaryswitchin the Grid Control and Index Specificationinput.Since the

program was writtenprimarilyfrom an acrodynamlclstsperspective,itassumes thatallconfigurations

have a wing, and thiscomponent is a requiredinputfor every configuration.However, through creative

manipulation of the input data,fuselagealone and most fuselage/rail(missile)geometries can be readily

modeled using CAMP.

CAMP Input Processor

[
I

I
Overall Grid Control md I

Index Speci/Icatlon N_ ]

Horiz. Tail Grid Control Name.li_ [

Horiz. Tail Surface Definition i

Figure 1. Modular input structure of CAMP.

Previous research indicated that a zonal H-H grid topology, which has the desirable property that the

resulting grids are Cartesian like and closely aligned with the streamlines of the flow, could be used to

accurately model a wide range of geometries and is especially suited to fighter and transport aircraft 4'5'6.

Thus, a zonal H-H grid topology, shown in Figure 2, was adopted for use in the program. At present,
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a given grid is divided into a minimum of two and a maximum of six zones or blocks. All blocking

is performed automatically within the code depending on the combination of components chosen to

be modeled. Geometries consisting of combinations of wing, canard and/or horizontal tail only are

modeled using two blocks, one for the upper section of the flowfield, and one for the lower section of the

flowfield. Addition of a fuselage automatically ensures that at least two more blocks will be added, one

for the region above the fuselage and one for the region below the fuselage. Symmetry plane mounted

vertical tails can be added without additional blocks, but offset vertical tails, as encountered on many

modem fighters, require that one or both of the fuselage blocks be split into two blocks.

Upper Fuselage Block

Lower Fuselage Block

J /JJ

N4- wer!i Bl 
Figure 2. CAMP zonal H-grid topology.

The complete three-dimensional grid is generated in one, two, or three steps, depending on the

complexity of the configuration. Like the input processor, the surface and field grid generation also

proceeds in a modular fashion. The zones about the horizontal surfaces (wing, canard and horizontal

tail) are always generated first. If a fuselage is to be modeled, its grid zones are generated next using the

previously defined horizontal surface zones to guide the fuselage grid generation. Finally, the addition

of vertical tail surfaces requires manipulation of the fuselage grid, which consists of a series of algebraic

shearings and redistribution of points along existing grid lines. The grid generation can be stopped after

any of the above steps, and a fully defined three-dimensional grid of the components processed to that

point can be output. Therefore, generating grids about different combinations of components entails

nothing more than toggling software switches in the input data.

CAMP generates all surface grids using algebraic techniques. The organization of the input data

allows the surface grids to be defined using a series of simple, one-dimensional parametric interpolations.

For instance, the wing surface grid is generated by first interpolating in the streamwise direction using

a set of input grid point indices and spacings. This results in a uniform streamwise distribution of

grid points at each defining station. This streamwise interpolated surface is then interpolated in the

spanwise direction to obtain the complete surface grid. A similar procedure is performed for each of

the remaining components.

An important feature of the CAMP surface grid generation scheme is that all interpolations are

linear. Ironically, this is done to preserve the accuracy of the input surface data. Many realistic aircraft
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configurations employ sharp edges, such as supersonic wing leading edges, forebody strakes and chines,

etc., which play an important role in the aerodynamics of the vehicle. Use of higher order interpolation

methods can result in spurious oscillations of the surface data near sharp edges. Some splines, such as

tension, Bezier and B-splines, can be used to interpolate without oscillation near these points, but these

either require additional user input to control the interpolation, or inordinately smooth the sharp edge.

Linear interpolation guarantees that a sharp edge will be captured as long as there is a point on the edge.

By using linear interpolation, CAMP shifts the burden of an accurate surface definition to the input data

which is presumably coming from a CAD package or an analytical definition. It is generally a trivial

exercise to vary the density of points describing the surface using these sources, and thus it is easier to

control the accuracy of the surface definition external to the grid generation program than internally.

Field, or volume, grids are generated using a combination of algebraic and elliptic equation techniques.

The fields above and below the horizontal surfaces are generated using a quasi-three-dimensional method

where two-dimensional grids are defined at each spanwise station and stacked together to define the

complete grid. The individual planar grids can be generated using an algebraic, parabolic 7, or fully

elliptic s'9 scheme. The algebraic scheme is always used to generate an initial grid for the parabolic and

elliptic methods. It simply performs a linear interpolation between the wing/canard/horizontal tail surface

and the outer boundary, with a specified clustering near the horizontal surfaces. The parabolic scheme

combines an algebraic and hyperbolic equation grid generation scheme to march from the horizontal

surface to the outer boundary. Along the way, it uses an elliptic equation grid generator to smooth the

grid. The parabolic scheme has the desirable feature that near the initial horizontal surface, the grid

lines transverse to the surface are nearly orthogonal and clustering is easily controlled. However, for

geometries with very blunt leading edges, the parabolic grid generator can produce very artistic, but

unusable, grids. To counteract this problem, an elliptic grid generator has been added as a post-processor

to the parabolic scheme to further smooth the grid. If a large number of post processing iterations

are specified, the entire grid generation scheme is equivalent to generating the grid planes using only

the elliptic equation solver.

The field grids above and below the fuselage are generated using purely algebraic methods. The

fuselage surface grid is comprised of a series of constant axial station cuts whose positions are defined by

the axial locations of the grid points in the previously defined horizontal surface grid at its intersection

with the fuselage. A series of algebraic sheafings, linear interpolations and smoothings are then used to

generate the field grid between each fuselage station cut and the outer boundary. Vertical tail surfaces

are added by sheafing and, where necessary, re-interpolating the fuselage grid. The horizontal surface

zones are mated to the fuselage zones by algebraically sheafing the wing grid in the spanwise direction.

At present, there is point to point continuity at the zonal interfaces, but the slopes and transverse grid

spacings across the interfaces are discontinuous. The current aerodynamic analysis program supported

by this grid generator does not require slope and spacing continuity across the interfaces since it does not

use differences across the zones. Also, there is no full three-dimensional elliptic equation grid generation

capability in the program. If grids with smooth zonal interfaces are required, CAMP could be easily

modified to output its grid coordinates and zonal interface information in a format suitable for input into

the 3--D elliptic grid generators associated with the GRIDGEN or EAGLE programs. In effect, CAMP

would become a preprocessor for these codes. A three-dimensional grid generation module could also
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be added to CAMP with minimal effort. Surface grids generated by CAMP have also been used to

define surface databases for the GRIDGEN software.

EXAMPLES OF GRIDS GENERATED BY CAMP AND ITS DERIVATIVES

Numerous aircraft configurations have been modeled using CAMP. These geometries range from

isolated wings to wing/fuselage/tall configurations. A generic fighter configuration, which possesses

many of the features present on modern aircraft designs, will be used to demonstrate some of the

capabilities of the program. The geometry consists of a wing, fuselage and twin, canted vertical tails,

as well as a fuselage forebody chine. The surface grid generated by CAMP for this geometry is shown

in Figure 3. The half-span surface of the configuration is modeled using a total of 13,275 points, 2,394

on the wing, 1,806 on the vertical tail and 9,075 on the fuselage. The full-span geometry shown in the

figure is obtained by reflecting the half-span grid about the fuselage symmetry plane.

Figure 3. CAMP surface grid for a generic fighter configuration.

CAMP generates a total of five field grid zones for this configuration, one each modeling the flowfield

about the upper wing, lower wing, and lower fuselage surfaces. The upper fuselage surface is broken

into two zones, one inboard of the vertical tail and one outboard. The grid generated for this case has a

total of 693,816 grid points for the half-span model. Each zone consists of 141 points in the streamwise

direction and 37 points in the normal direction. All of the zones have 29 points in the spanwise direction

except for the zone between the vertical tail and the wing grid which only has 17 spanwise points. All

of the aircraft features are accurately modeled by this grid topology and point distribution.

Figure 4 shows a side view of a portion of the grid generated by CAMP at the wing mid-station.

The figure shows the grids obtained using each of the three available grid generation schemes. The
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algebraicgrid consists of straight lines connecting the wing surface to the outer boundary, and the

streamwise lines are clustered near the surface to capture the wing boundary layer. The parabolically

generated grid maintains a high degree of orthogonality at the wing surface and along the wake lines

ahead of and behind the wing. The elliptic grid trades surface orthogonaiity for a higher degree of

smoothness in the interior grid.

ALGEBRAIC GRID
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Figure 4. Side view of H-H grid generated about the wing midspan.

A side view of the fuselage grid at the plane which contains the vertical tail is shown in Figure 5.

The vertical tail planform is highlighted by the dense clustering of lines near the aft end of the fuselage.

The aircraft is modeled as if it were mounted on a sting, but the fuselage could also be closed off or

another grid zone added in the sting area to simulate the engine exhaust plume. This grid is generated

algebraically, and it accurately defines all areas where high flow gradients are anticipated, including the

fuselage nose and boundary layer and the wing and vertical tail leading and trailing edges.

A front view of a section of the grid around the fuselage, vertical tail and wing is shown in

Figure 6. In this figure, the interfaces between the various zones are clearly evident. The figure

shows the discontinuity of slope and spacing across the zonal interfaces, but the grids within each

zone are well behaved.
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Figure 5. View of the algebraic fuselage grid through the vertical tail plane.
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Figure 6. View of patched, zonal grid through the fuselage, vertical tail and wing.

The Cray 2 (Voyager) supercomputer at the NASA Langley Research Center was used to generate

these examples. On this computer a grid suitable for aerodynamic computations was generated in

less than 15 CPU (Central Processor Unit) seconds. Generation of the grid using the algebraic and

parabolic methods are significantly more efficient than the elliptic equation scheme, with the algebraic

grid requiting approximately 4.5 seconds and the parabolic grid requiting 14.2 seconds. The elliptic

equation grid was defined using 50 iterations at each wing station and required 99 seconds. These times
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represent a complete grid generation, including geometry input, surface grid, outer boundary and zonal

interface specification and final generation of the full 3--D grid, demonstrating CAMP's high degree

of computational efficiency.

It is not the intention of this paper to promote CAMP as the ultimate grid generation program for

every application. Therefore, this section will be closed by presenting two examples of grids generated by

other non-interactive grid generation programs which are based on the above grid generation strategies.

These examples are used to illustrate a number of important points pertaining to the utility of non-

interactive grid generation methods. Most importantly, the notion that adoption of a given non-interactive

grid generation scheme forces the researcher to adhere to a specific grid topology is dispelled. The

modular coding employed in the development of CAMP has been used to advantage in the development

of a number of other non-interactive grid generation programs using other than an H-H topology. Both

of the following configurations were modeled with single zone C-H grid topologies using a program

based on many of the modules in CAMP. Some of these modules, such as the point distribution and

clustering routines and the algebraic and elliptic equation grid generators were implemented as "black

boxes" with virtually no changes in the original coding. Other routines required minor modifications

to be suited to the new grid topology. The input formats for the definition of the various aerodynamic

surfaces are identical to those used in CAMP.

Figure 7 shows the surface grid for a generic fighter wing/body developed using the above C-H

topology grid generator. The geometry consists of many of the overall features associated with modern

fighter aircraft, including a blended wing/fuselage and a highly swept fuselage forebody. This geometry

could be easily modeled using CAMP, but the wing and fuselage are so highly blended that a single

zone grid models this configuration much more efficiently than CAMP's multi-zone topology. In this

case, the entire wing/fuselage configuration is modeled as a wing alone. This allows the geometry

and its associated flowfield to be accurately described using a minimum number of grid points without

compromising the salient geometric features of the model. Selection of this modeling technique reduced

the grid generation effort for this vehicle to a relatively simple exercise and allowed the researchers to

focus their attention on accurately predicting the complex flow physics associated with the operation of

this type of aircraft at high angles of attack 1°.

The applications researcher is often required to perform parametric studies involving a number of

geometric changes to a given configuration. These may be as simple as minor changes to airfoil contours

on a wing to more complex perturbations like control surface deflections. For these types of problems,

each analysis requires that a new grid be generated. If an interactive grid generation method is used, the

manpower required to model the various geometries can be formidable. Application of non-interactive

methods can greatly relieve this effort. An example of such an application is presented in Figure 8. This

surface grid represents a wing with multiple, deflected, leading and trailing edge control surfaces. The

C-H grid generation program described above was used to generate the grid about this wing by modifying

the input to allow the user to specify an arbitrary number of leading and trailing edge control surfaces

and their respective deflections. Thus, by changing a handful of parameters in the program input, the

researcher can efficiently generate a series of grids with various control surface sizes and deflections. This

discussion leads to the final topic of this paper which addresses multidisciplinary engineering problems.
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Figure 7. Surface grid for a blended wing/body fighter geometry.

Figure 8. Surface grid for a wing with deflected leading and trailing edge control surfaces.
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GRID GENERATION FOR MULTIDISCIPLINARY ENGINEERING PROBLEMS

The problems associated with grid generation for parametric analyses are elevated to an even higher

level when one examines the modeling requirements of multidisciplinary engineering analyses. For these

problems, the geometry is required to "react" to forces produced by the interaction of phenomena that

are peculiar to several engineering disciplines. For instance, aeroelasticity deals with the interaction of

the aerodynamics with the structure of a flexible vehicle. In this case, as the aerodynamic load changes,

the structure deflects, which in turn changes the aerodynamic load. This process continues until a steady

state load and structural deflection are achieved, or in many cases the cycle can continue indefinitely.

Aeroservoelasticity is even more complex with aerodynamics, structures and controls all interacting.

In each of these cases, the geometry of the vehicle changes, often thousands of times, throughout the

course of the analysis. It is not practical to stop the calculation after each geometry perturbation to

externally generate a new grid. Therefore, a grid generation capability must be included as an integral

part of the multidisciplinary analysis method.

Until recently, researchers have used approximate methods to describe geometric deflections for

these types of problems. Many of these involved perturbing the velocity boundary condition at the

vehicle surface to simulate the deflection of the geometry. For small deflections, these methods were

satisfactory, but many problems preclude the use of these methods. More recent developments have

concentrated on physically deflecting the vehicle surface and likewise, the grid surrounding the vehicle.

The ENS3DAE aeroelastic method uses a computationally efficient, robust algebraic redistribution

algorithm, based on methods developed for CAMP, to update the grid surface geometry and field grids

iteratively during an aeroelastic analysis. Batina 11 has employed a spring analogy which has physical

basis and is easily applied to unstructured grids as well as structured grids. Kandil and Chuang 12 solve an

unsteady equation, known as the Navier-Displacement equation, for the grid motion. Methods employing

an elliptic equation grid generator for a small number of iterations to smooth the field grid after each

perturbation of the surface geometry have also been suggested. Each method has its relative merits and

shortcomings, typically involving a trade-off between computational efficiency and general applicability.

Due to its relative simplicity and robust operation, the following paragraphs discuss the method used in

the ENS3DAE aeroelastic analysis method. However, while this method is applicable to a wide range

of problems, this area is experiencing a high degree of research activity, and the reader is encouraged

to examine alternative methods as they are published.

The method employed in ENS3DAE deflects the grid using a simple algebraic sheafing which

preserves the initial quality of the grid. Originally, the grid was assumed to deflect only in the vertical

(Y) direction, but the method has since been extended to accept deflections in all three directions.

Figure 9 will be used to describe the original implementation of the algorithm. The basic concept is

to update the interior grid such that points near the surface move with the surface, while points far

from the surface do not move significantly. This allows grids initially clustered near the surface to

resolve viscous flow phenomena, to remain clustered at the surface, while the outer boundary of the

grid remains fixed in space. This is accomplished by computing a normalized arc-length distribution

for each grid line connecting the deforming surface to the outer boundary. The deflection of each grid
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point along that line is then computed by:

AYK = AYAE(1 - SK/SMAx) (1)

where, AYAE is the deflection at the surface, S K is the arc-length along the grid line at point K and

SMA X is the total arc-length of the grid line. While this is a very simple and computationally efficient

method for updating the grid, it is also quite effective, as illustrated in Figure 10. This figure shows

a front view of a CAMP generated wing/body grid before and after an aeroelastic calculation using

ENS3DAE. The deflection for this case is significant, and the overall features of the original grid, such

as the clustering of grid lines near the vehicle surface is well preserved in the deflected grid. This grid

was updated a total of 1000 times during the aeroelastic calculation with no apparent loss of resolution.

The time required to perform the grid updates is negligible compared with that required to solve the

flow equations and the structural equations of motion.

Deflected Grid Line z/ / _ . . .
• //,,_.._ ungmtu

AY

Grid Line

Figure 9. Algebraic grid redistribution method.

ORIGINAL GRID DEFLECTED GRID

Figure 10. Original and deflected wing/body grid.
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CONCLUSION

This paper has discussed the relative merits of geometry modeling and grid generation using methods

based on a non-interactive, or batch, mode of program execution. Efficiency and improved productivity

have been the primary motivation used to develop an existing non-interactive grid generation program

known as CAMP. The overall features of the program, as well as its performance and examples of

grids generated by the method have been presented. Methods for generating grids with alternative

topologies, and implementation of some of these techniques into multidisciplinary engineering problems

has been introduced.

The purpose of this paper is not to "sell" the reader on the CAMP grid generator or any other

specific method, but rather to introduce techniques and concepts used to develop this and similar

programs. The time and effort which must be devoted to geometry modeling and grid generation for

complex configurations has been well documented in literature, and methods utilizing three-dimensional,

interactive graphics are well positioned to greatly relieve this constraint. However, there are many

problems, some involving relatively complex configurations, which can be effectively modeled using

simple, efficient, non-interactive grid generation techniques. Application of these schemes can often

reduce the burden of geometry modeling, and significantly improve productivity.
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